lives Hyde sees standing at an intersection of gift giving and commerce in art and life. I found the first part of this mildly boring and the
second part fascinating. Especially the Pound stuff.Â I see now that earlier versions were subtitled "Imagination and the Erotic Life of
Property," which is both more accurate (though still annoyingly vague) and less interesting. As it is, the current subtitle is only directly
addressed in the concluding section for a total of 20 or so pages out of more than 300. In the second half of the book, Hyde looks at the
lives and art of Walt Whitman and Ezra Pound, two American poets whose reaction to their gifts and the effects of the market economy
on those gifts were very different. Whitman focused his poetic gift on giving expression to the inarticulate, the erotic, the fecundity of
nature. Whitman did not hold to material ambitions; he easily distinguished between earning a living and the labor of art --- "The work of
my life is making poems," he declared when Leaves of Grass first appeared.Â In contrast, Pound focused his poetic gift on bringing
order to the forces of fertility and the erotic through sheer strength of will. He was incensed by the barrenness of his age, by its lack of
generosity towards art and artists. Includes bibliographical references and index. Starting with the premise that the work of art is a gift
and not a commodity, this revolutionary book ranges across anthropology, literature, economics, and psychology to show how the
'commerce of the creative spirit' functions in the lives of artists and in culture as a whole. I: A theory of gifts: -- Some food we could not
eat -- The bones of the dead -- The labor of gratitute -- The bond -- The gift community -- A female property -- Usury: a history of gift
exchange. II: Two experiments in gift aesthetics: -- The commerce of the creat

